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The purpose of this Thesis is to treat the Theory of
Orthogonal Polynomials by an approach based on Matrices and
Determinants.
In Part I, general Orthogonal Polynomials are considered
for any positive weight function w(x) over any range (a,b),
with the restriction that in each polynomial the coefficient
of the highest degree term is unity. Of gre&t importance
to the theory are the positive definite persymmetrio matitx
of moments, Mn , and the cofactors Nnr of the elements of the
last column of |Mnj .
The orthogonal polynomials, Pn(*>, are expressed in
several determinantal forms - the Bordered Momemt DeteJriinant
(Theorem 5), The Secular Polynomial (Theorem 20), The
Characteristic Determinant of a Matrix in Rational Canonical
Form (Theorem 21), and three Continuant Determinants
^Theorems 14, 15, 16), one being normalised to a Characteristic
Polynomial of a Symmetric Continuant (Theorem 16). A summary
of these six different forms is on pp. 15 & 16, and the Matrix
Transformations connecting them are given in Theorems 22-26*
In Theorems 17 - 19» well known results about the zeros
of Orthogonal Polynomials are given - in some cases standard
proofs are quoted, in others the theorems are proved by
matrix methods. The recurrence relation for three
consecutive polynomials is established in Theorem 12.
ii
In Part III, seven special cases are considered -
Uncentred Legendre Polynomials, Legendre Polynomials, two types
of Uncentred JacoM Polynomials, Laguerre Polynomials,
polynomials allied to the Laguerre Polynomials and Hermits
Polynomials.
In each case, the following are calculated - mn, Nrir , |Mn| ,
the coefficient of xr in Pn(x), the recurrence relation,
and P0, Pi, Pg, P-j, P^ . In addition, the matrices
associated with three of the determlnanta.1 forms for P^(x)
(viz. the Bordered Determinant, the Secular Polynomial, and the
Characteristic Polynomial of a Symmetric Continuant) and also
the Matrix of Cofactors are displayed.
The calculation of Nnr for the Special Cases proves
rather lengthy, and these calculations are therefore separated
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Let w(x) be a function of x , positive throughout (a,b).
Let its moments be
m. 2 (x) dx (r = 0,1,2,...)
Let Mn be the n+1 X n+1 matrix of momenta,
"n S
Let i Ln 3
mQ ml • • •
ffil m2 ... mn+l
m2 m^ m4 • •• mn+2
mn mn+lmn+2* * * m2n
»1 m2 m^ ... m ,n+1
m«
2 ffi3 m4 ... mn+2





Let Njjj, be the n x n cofactor of the »n+r which
occurs in the last column of Mn ,
N •= (-)n+rnr — v '
■St
mo ml m2 *•* mn-l
ml mg m-j ... mn








r = 0,1,2, ..>l)
Let pn(x)
that
be orthogonal polynomials of degree n in x , such
f b C z 0 for i ^ jPi(x) p-j(x) w(x) dx 4J a i ^ 0 for i = j
PROPERTIES OF Mn
Theorem 1 (i) *nn • j (ii) ^no= ! ^n-ll
These results a^re clear from the definitions,
Theorem 2 Mn is positive definite
The quadratic form y*Mny (where y = 4 y0 yi y2**«y
n n
= 11 , y± Y1
isO j=0 1 3
= £ T \ w<x> dx yi yi
i=o jso Ja J
Ib r n n *~"I 2 H x1 yt xJ y, w(x) dxa Li=° j=° J
a j J I x1 yA 2 w(x) dx ^ 0
since the integrand is positive throughout $a,b) .
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ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AS BORDERED DETERMINANTS
Definition Let Q.^(x) = 1 X x2 ... xn
mQ mj IHg • » • mn






Theorem 3 (x) xr w(x) dx
For n s 0,1,2,..
if r < n
if rs n'-'"I'M
L t-)n+lNn«,n « «n+l
LHS = m,
m.








mn-l mn mn+l m2n-l
If r<n two rowa are identical and determinant vanishes.
If r=n moving top row to bottom, det s (-)n|Mni*
If r=n*l moving top row to bottom, det = (->n+1 Vl,n "
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Theorem 4 f Qn(x) Q <
J a
x) w(x) dx if tn^-n
n| ^n-] if man
for m,n«=: 0,1,2,...
(i) n^O : Either m=n or we may assume without loss
of generality that m<n
LHS s P Qn(x) (-)"["iJ a j_r=o N xmr * dx
= (-)" I f Nmr [ Qn(x) w(x)
r=o {_ J a
xr dx
0 if m <fn by Thm 3
(-)11 Nnn |Mn'j lf m-n by Thiri 3
0 if m< n
iMn-l||Mn| ffi=n by Tbm 1*
(ii) m«nr0
LHS * | Qo2(x) w(x) dx =j w(x) dx * mq — )M0j J M_il
since was defined as 1 .
Theorem b The orthogonal polynomials having coefficient of xn
unity, are
Pn(x) = (-)njMn_!i ~\(x)
nl„ -1
= f-nvi
By Thm 4 the Pn(x) satisfy
the orthogonal conditions
and the coefft of xn is 1
by Thru 1.
i X X2 ... xn
mQ m2 " * mn
mn-lmn ^ni-l m2a-l
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SOME PROPERTIES OF THE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
Theorem 6 [a P° (x) xr w(x) dx s f 0 if r<n
lf r = n
for n = 0,1,2,... ( ~jMn-j" Wn.l,n lf 1 =
Theae results are obtained by direct substitution
of P Pn(x) £ Qn(x) in Thm 3
*v
Theorem 7 ! Pn2(x) w(x) dx a |Mn-ll""^nl (n * 0, 1, 2...)J a "
By substitution in Thm 4.
Theorem 8 (x) PKi(x) w(x) dx r 0 for m £ n
(m,n s0,1,2,...)
By substitution in Thm 4*
I1'eorer" V j* P„2U) «•(*) X dx = lMn.i"2jun>n.1|Mnj- Vl,njMn-l|
(n = 1,2,3,...)
Writing x Pn(x) as a polynomial in x ,
LHS = lMn.il"1 \ Pn(x) § Nnr xr+1 w(x) dx1 1 ja r=o
~ pn^x'i Nn,xl-1 + Nnn xIl+1^] w^x' dx
•Vlh1 [sn,n-l KIK-4"1 - "no Vl.nK-ll"1
by Thm 6
|Mn-l| j_Nn,n-l |Mni ~ Nn+l,njMn-li by Thrn 1 .
Theorem 10 f Pn(x) Pn-1(x) w(x) x dx - jMn—J a
( n = 1, 2, 3, ...)
Writing x Pn_i(x) as a polynomial in x ,
"n-1
r x^tl w(x) dx
, fb | n-1
IBB - |Mn-2 " \ P„(x) I In_lfJa |_r=o
= K-al"1^ pn<*) Nn_1>n_;i xn w(x) dx
= jVsl"1 "n-l.n-l K1 \Vl|T1® 6
= lun!I Mn-1 by Thm 1.
Theorem 11 ^ Pn(x) Pm(x) w(x) x dx = 0 , for m < n-1
(m — 0|l|2)>««f n — 2*3*4****)
The highest power of x in x Pm(x) is
and so, by Thm 6, expression is zero.
m-t*! n
7
RECURRENCE RELATION FOR ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
Theorem 12
- Pntl(x) + X + Mnfl,n - "n,n-l
H,
Kl K-l|
pn(x) - iBnli^-s! p^U) < o
K-j
(n s •)
Pntl^x^ " x Pn^x^ is of degree ^ n , and, by Thm 6,
\
^ j Pn-rl^x^ " x Pn^ w(x) dx r 0 for r=0,l,2,.. . ,IT=P.
Hence pn+l(x) ~ x Pn^x^ can ^ expressed in the form
un pn^x^ " vn pn-l^x^ where un and vn are constants,
i.e. - pni-l^x^ + (x+uA) Pn^x) - vn pn-l^x) = 0 (nrl,2,...)
Multiplying by vr(x)Pn^(x), integrating, and using Thm 8,
rb j-b _
\ Pn(x)Pn_1(x)w(x)xdx - vn\ pn_i(x)w(x)dx = 0
ia Ja
i-e. vn = |un_1( |Mn_2J for n = 1,2,3...
by Thnis 7 & 10*
Multiplying by w(x)Pn(x), integrating, and using Thm 8,
b _ rb
^ Pn2(x)w(x)xdx t unj Pnp(x)w(x)dx = 0
i.e. u■n - ^n+l,n _ wn,n-l
Mn-ll
for n z 1,2,3,..•
by Thms 7 and 9
Since Mn is positive definite vn0
Theorem 13 - P;i(x) t Fx * Nlo1 P0(x) * 0
»- jM0| J
PQ(x) = 1






Hence - Pj(x) f (x+u0)PQ(x) = 0 where
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ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AS CONTINUANTS





x hi _ hk
|Mi|a N N
- 1
l*n-lii"n-3l x + -SjJizi _ Hn-l,n-2
' "
SUn-2l2 lUn-ll K-2\
From Thme 12 & 13 :
(x-hi0)P0(x) ~ pju) s 0
-v1PQ(x) + (xtUjJPjCx) - P2(x) z 0
-VgPjCx) 4- (x+u2)P2(x) - P3(x) = 0
t





-V- XfrU^ -1 ... .
-Vg X+Ug... .
... -Vn.1 x4-un_i





• * * •
• • ... X+Un-1
which is result
required.
Theor9iE ^ Vx>=; IVst} IVil
-1
MM * + »ioM) - MW





This form of Pn(x) is obtained from the form of Thm 14
by multiplying the i^h row by jM^-2I
the ith coi by ^ = 1»2»3»"'*v)
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THE ZEROS OF Pn(x)
Theorem 16 pn^x) = jxI ~ Dn| where Dfi
. BlO v/lM-lPli
v/l"-lilM]) N21 flO /|MoHMg)






This form of Pn(x) is obtained from the form of Thm 15
by dividing the ith row and column by y( JMi_2l|Mfc-lj )
(i - 1»2j3>•••n)
These divisors are real since jl4n| is positive by Thm 2.
Theorem 17 The zeros of Pn(x) are real and distinct and lie In
the interval (a,b).
In Thm 16, pn(x) is exhibited as the characteristic
polynomial of a real symmetric continuant.
Hence the zeros of Pn(x^ are real.
If the zeros are not distinct, there is a repeated
root x = k (Bay)
Then pn(x) / (x-k)2 is a polynomial of degree n-2
12
and so ^ Pn(x) |^Pn^x^ / (x'k)2 w<x) dx = 0 by Thm ## 6
but f ^Pn(x) / (x~k)( 2w(x) dx 0 since the
integrand ^,0 in (a,b) and is not identically 0.
So we have a contradiction, and therefore the zeros of
Pn(x) are distinct.
To show that the zeros lie in (a,b) let k be any zero.
The n Pn(*) / x""k iQ a polynomial of degree n-1 .
Hence ( Pn(x) j^(x) / x-k i w(x) dx = 0 by Thm 6
but Pn2(x) w(x) ^ 0 in (a,b) and is not identically 0.
therefore x-k must change sign in (a,b)
i.e. avll the zeros of Pn(x) lie in the interval.
Theorem IS Pn^*) and pn-l(x) cannot have a common zero.
By Thm 12 :
™* Pn^x^ ^ (x^Ujj—1)Pn—1 (x) "" vn-l^n-2^x^ — ^ (o— 2,3,...)
where vn_i is not 0.
Therefore, if Pn(x) and pn_i(x) have a common zero k (say),
k is also a zero of pn-2^x^» and> step by step, it is a
zero of Pn_-j(x),... ,P2(x),P1(x), and PQ(x).
But Pq(x) is a constant 1, therefore hypothesis is wiwg,
i.e. Pn(x) and Pn„i(x) do not have a common zero.
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Theorem 19 The zeros of pn{j0 interspace those of Pn(x)
In Thm 16 we exhibited pn(x) in the form f xl - Dn
The leading principal minor of jxl - Dn| is pn»i(x)
This minor may be reduced orthogonally to diagonal
canonical form thus :
where xi»X2»*•*xn-l are the zeros of pn-l^x^ which we have
already proved to be real and distinct, and we may assume
that x^Xg^Xj .
Now 0 , i = 1,2,3,... n-1, since if dA z 0,
x : would make pn(x) vanish and we have proved
in Thm 18 that Pn(x) and Pn«i(x) do not have a common zero.
When xroo , ixI-Dnj = oon 0
* xn«i n ~dn-l2(xn-l""xl^* * * ^xn-l"*xn-2) ^ 0
" xn-2 n —®n—2 ^xn—2""xl ^* * * ^xn—2"*xn—1 ^ ^ ®
» X], « •*di;?^xl "Xg) (. • • (xi~xn-i) whichhas the
sign of
n -co R (-. oq)n which has the sign of (-)n
i.e. jxl - Dnj has signs at xrco^.j,... ,Xj ,-oo
and therefore vanishes at n places intermediately.
Hence the zeros of Pn_i(x) interspace those of pn(x)
THE SECULAR POLYNOMIAL 14
(a symmetrical form derived from the bordered determinant)
Theorem 20 pn(x) = jMn—1| |Mn-lx ~ Ln-l[
Applying to Qn(x) the transformations col^ - °°li-l

















Hence pn(x) = !Mn-•ll -1Wn-lx - Ln-1
THE RATIONAL CANONICAL FORM
Theorem 21 pn^x^ — x • • • • • Nno/|Un-ll
-1 X
. -1
• • • •
$ • • ♦ "ns/IVlt
• •
• •
• • • • X
1 • * • ""1 * + Nn,n-l/!M
Applying the transformation row^^fxrow2+x2row3+...-fxn~iown
to RHS : 0 • n-1 \-• r J Isi xl\ + x"
i=o j
-1 * • • • /|»n-ll
-1 • • "n2 /l*n-l|
• • • • • X Hn,n-1
n-1 r «Ki_ 0
±tc J + =
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SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENT FORMS FOR Pn(x)
(Thm 5) pn(*> =
where = 1 X
mo
x2 •..





mn-l mn mn+1 ... m2n—l
(Thm 14) Pn(x) = K1 where
x+^L
lMo!






"■» 1 M 1 • • • •
w
'n-l!t^n-3l i ^ n, n-1 ^n-1, n-2
lMoi 2
• • • • 2 * IVll fn-2|
(Th» 15) Pn(x) r ||M0jiM1liM2l...|Mn.|-2 K_l|_11°„| "h«e °n )S
x t "lolM-ll -|"-lllUll
-lM_i!iMil - NioW -lMJIM2l • • • •















(Thm 20) Pn(x) = |En! where En S - Ln-1* n-1 "
m x - m-, dux - nu m~x - m.z ... n> , x - hio 11 2 2 p n—i n
m^x - nig nigX - m^ m^x - ... mnx - ron^
ib -i x - m m x - m
n-i n n n+1 m2n-2x - m2n-l
(Thm 21) Pn(x) - |Fnj





i-iNn2 ' I n.
• • •
• • • i
X ®n, ::-2^ j "n-lj
-1 * t «n,n-l/!Vl!
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TRANSFORMATIONS CONNECTING DIFFERENT FORMS OF Pn(x)
Theorem 22 [i 0-1L- "EnJ
^ Gn where m =
0 = {o, 0, 0 ,...0}




This result is clear from the proof of Thm 20, since the
transformations colj - x col^_i (i s 2, 3» 4» n+l)
are equivalent to post-multiplication by Gn .
Theorem 23 Jn-1 Fn
M -1F — M •» x M ■*
n-i n~ n—l ' n—l
= M.n-lx ~
-1 Nno /(Mn-ll
-1 Nnl / lMn-lj





m^ m? m-z • •. jjT mr V /Fn-l!
0
m2 m, m4 ... mn l.Br+1Nnr /)Hn_i|
0
n-1














01 HI - • •
n—1 n n+1
















mn-l mn mn+-l • *
mn mn«fl 1,1 n+2 • •
(applying col^x— col1+i) for i = o,1,2,... ,n-l .
= - mi+n .
Theorem 24 Cn=) diag( . .jM^gp Bn diag^iy ^ijJ^gJ,. .jMn-1j)
This result is clear from Thin 15 since the transformations
!Mi-2|rowi and |Mi-ll coli are equivalent to pre- ana
post-multiplication by the matrices indicated.
Theorem 25 [XI - Bnl , nj cn Hn
where Hn =. diag vRfaJ, ••• VI"n-gH"n-lj|
This result is clear from Thm 16 since dividing the i^*1
row and column by \/ ia equivalent to pie-
and post-multiplication by Hn .
-1
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Theorem 26 Cn r Kn* En
where Kn = N00 N10 N20 N30 "* Nn->1,0
• N11 N21 N31 •" Nn-l,l
. N22 N32 •" Nn~l,2
Nn-l,n-l
K * E K a: K • 1£ , K x - K • L K
n n n n n—1 n n 11—1 n









ffil ms * * • Hi
*1 m2 m3 ... m
m2 m_,3 »4 • • • hi
ll-l mi
i mj+l
mi-1 m1 mi+i» ••^21-3 mJ4.i-2
rao ffil m2 mn-l
ml m2 m3 ... mn
m2 m3 ®4 mn+l
IH -1









where ®abC(ji £ is defined as the determinant whose
diagonal is ma m0 ... and whose columns have
suffixes which are cosecutive from row to row.
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*• Vun-A = Mq SBg • • • *oo *10 *20 • *• *n-l,0
®02 m03 * * * m0n • Nn *21 *n-l,l
m024* * * m02n+l • • N22 *n-l,2









i»» m024.. 2n-2*n-l ,n-l
Since Mn-1 is symmetrical, bo also is
using the results ffi024.. 2n = |Mn|
n-A . an[i
Nnn = i»n-l| ,
K 'M- -,K„ -n n-1 n - iu-ii!Moi •
1M ItmrJ









• • • - |Mn-4M
VL„ i =n n—1 Nqq • ....
N10 N11 • •••
N20 *21 N22 "*
"n-l,0Nn-l,l* * *n-l,n-l
ml m2 D1-,3 . . . HI11
m2 m4 n+1
m3 m4 n5 ... m _m-2
mn mn-t-lmnf2" m2n-l
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The element in this product = $ mr+j Ni-l,r
i-1
r=o
biq ... mi-2 ffij
ml m2 m3 ••• roi-l 118 jfl
m.'j+2
mi-l mi mi+l* **m2i—3 mj+i-l
^n'^n-l^n s















N00 K10 N20 •• • Nn-1„0
• S11 N21 ** * Nr, 1 1n-1,1
• • N22 " * Kn-1,2
• • • • • • Nn-l,n-l
• • • ? ?
• •• ? ?
m024Nll m024N2l^m025N22 *m_ _ ,N N.
• m024.2n-2Nn-2,n-2 *
where * =
_ 2n_2V»,n-:>H24.. 2n-l "n-1, n-1
Since Ln-1 is symmetrical, so also is Kn'Ln_iKn » and usimg the
results *024...2n -W Nnn Mn-l| and

















CALCULATION OF N FOR THE SPECIAL CASES.
nr


















(l!2! ...(n-1)!) n! ((a-1)!al...(a4n-2)!) (a+n+r-I)!
((a*n)! (&+n+l)! ... (a+2n-l)l) (n-r)! (at-r-1)! rl
By Cauchy's Double Alternant ,
1 ... 1
Xl-yl Xl"y2 Xl"yk










x1>x2,...Xjc s afn,a+n+l,.. .afn+r-1 ,a+n+r+l,.. .a+2n
» n—2, ••• 3» 2, 1 ,
LHS of Theorem
= J(-)4n(n,,,1)| ' •' j »• «2! It (nmml j» (n_g)t.. 2! 1!
(a+2n-l)! (a+2n-2)! ... (a+n+r)! (a+nfr-2)! ... (a+n-1)!
(a+n-l)! (a+n-2)l (a+r)! (a+r-2)! (afl)!
= (i!2!3!...(n-1!)2 n! ((a-1)!a!..(a+n-2)!) (a+n*r-l)!












_ (l!2!3!... (n-1)! n! (n+r)!
((n+1)!(n+2)!...(2n)!) (n-r)! (r!)'




2 3 4 n-fl








(l'g!3l— (n-l)l)3 (n!)2 (nti4-l)!
((n+2)! (n-f3)!... (2n4l)S ) (n-r)'.r! (r+l)!




Let n? 5 f n(n-2)(n-4)...4.2 if n la even
|n(n-2)(n-4)••1 If n 1b odd .
The choice of the symbol J is based on the following idea:
factorial ! could be a corruption of * indicating that the
factors decrease by 1 , and similarly ? would be a
corruption of 2 indicating that the factors decrease by 2.
Theorem "50
(i) n? (n-1) ? = n!
(ii) If n is even, n? = ggpfeM* 2*n (in) I
(iii) If n is odd, n? - -r-f—
2»ln-1) (in-i)!
These results are evident from the definition of n? .
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(2?4?...(2n-2)?)2 (2n)? ((a-2)?a?...(a+2n-4)?) (a+2n+2r-2)?
((a+2n)?(a+2n+2)?...(a+4n-2)?) (2n-2r)? (a*2r-2)? (2r)?
In Cauchy's Double Alternant, writing
x1,x2,.. . xk •= a42n,a42n+2,.. .ar2n42r-2,a-»'?m-2r42,.. .a4/Jn
yi,y2,..-yk — 2n, 2n-2, 2n-4, ... 6, 4, 2,
and working in manner similar to the proof of Thm 27,
we get the RHS required - which is the same as the RHS




i 1 1 ... 1
3 5 2n-T









22n -2n+l (lt g» #<(2n-i)») (2!4!...(2n-2)!) n! (2n+2r-l)!
((2n+l)! (2n+3)!... (4n-l)'.) (n-r)! (2r)! (n+r-1)!
Putting a z 1 in Thm 31 ,
LHS = (2?4?...(2n-2)?)2 (2n)? (l?3?... (2n«3)7) (2n+2r-l)?
((2n+l)?(2n+3)?...(4n-l)?) (2n-2r)? (2r-l)? (2r)?
(2®n(Sn-l)1!g, ...(n.i);^ ^n! (g!4!... (2n-2)! )(2n+2r-l)!
^ 2n+r""1(n+r-1)!





























22n "n (l!2!3!...(2n)!)(l!3l5!...(2n-l)!) (2n+2r+l)!
((2ri+3)! (2n+9)! • •. (4n+l)! ) (n-r)! (2rfl)! (nfr)!
Putting a = 3 in Thrn 31 ,
LHS r (2?4?«*«(2n-2)? )*" (2n)? (l?3?5?.. ♦ (2n-l)?) (2nf2r+l)?
((2n+3)?(2n+9)?.••(4n+l)?) (2n-2r)? (2r+l)? (2r)?
(2*n(n-l)1i2!#_ („_!). ) 2nn! (113131... (2n-l) t) (p^jPgnir
mm ! mmmmm - - i * i . r - . i
"
(,nt3)». (8nti,)t ... (4ntl)! ,n(3n+1) n.r





1 x-^ x-^x-j+d) x^(x.j-fd) (x^f^d)... (x^frk-^d)
1 x2 Xg(xgtd) Xg(^g-td) (Xgf2d)... (Xgtk-2d)
1 xk x^x^+d) Xj^Cxj^+d) (xki-2d)... (xktk-2d)
— 2^ • • • (xk-x1) ((x^_2"Xj^_2 )••«•••• (x2-Xl)
The LHS can be reduded by linear transformations on the
columns to
1 x± x!2 *23
1 X2 Xg2 Xg3
k-1
k-1



























(it 2! 3t ♦. .n! ) (n+l)t (n+r+2)!
((n+2)t(n+3)!...(2n+2)t) (r+l)t r! (n-r)t




(applying col.^ - colj^ i - 1,2,...(n-l) )
JL JL Jl 21
2.3.4.5 3.4.5.6 (n-l)n(n+l)(n+2) n(n+l)(n+2) (n+lXn-^)1
etc.
(applying col^ - col^ i z l,2,...(n-2) )
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n! (n-l)! (n-2)! ... 2! 1!
(n+2)t (n+3)! ... (n+r+1)! i(n+r+3)! ... (2n+2)!
1! 2! r! (r+2)! (n+1)!
1 2 2.3 ... 2.3.4.••«n
1 3 3.4 ... 3.4.5...(n+1)
1 r+1 (r+1)(r+2)
1 r+3 (r+3) (r+gj.)
1 n+2 (n+2)(n+3) ... (n+2)(n+3)...2n
(18 gt ...n! )2 (n+1)! (n+r+2)! y n! (n-l)!.. .2! 1!





a! (afl)! ... (a+n-1)!







(l! 21^1.. .11! ) (a! (a+L)!... (a+n)!)
(n-r)! r! (a+r)t
LHS r a!(a+1)!...(a+r-1)!(a+r+l)!...(a+n)! X
1 (a+1) (arl)(a+2) ....




a! (a+1)!... (a+n)! v n! (n-1)!... 2! 1! by Thm 34




0! 1! 2\ ... (n-l)i






This result id obtained by putting a = 0 in Thm 36
Theorem 38
1! 2! 3! ... n!






This result id obtained by putting a z 1 in Thm 36
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Theorem 39
a? (a+2)? (a+4)? ... (a+2n-2)?




^n(n-l) (112! 31...n! ) (a? (a+2)?... (a*2n)?)
(n-r)! r! (a-j-2r)?










= a?(a+2)?...(a+2n)7 v (2n)?(2n-2)?...472?
(a+2r)? A (2n-2r)? (2r)? by Thm34
r a? (a+2)?... (a+gn)? y ni (n-1)!... 2! 1! v 0|n(n-l)




1 1? 3? ... (gn-3)?




_ gr~1 (1*3!... (gn-l)t) n! (r-1)!
(n-r)! r! (2r-l)!
Putting a = -1 in Thm 39,
LHS = (1! 2l... n! ) (l?3?b?...(2n-l)?)
(n-r)I K r! (2r-l)?
_ 2&n(n-l) (l'.2?...n!) (l! 3'.!?'.... (2n-l)!) P*'1 (r-l)t
(n-r)! r$
= RHS
2In(n-1) (u2!... (n-1)I) (gr-1)!
by Thm 30
Theorem 41
1? 3? 5? ...(2n-l)?
3? 9? 7? ...(gnf1)?
2"ntr (l! 3! 5!... (2n4-l)? )
(n-r)! (2r-tl)».
Putting a z 1 irn Thm 39,





EVALUATION OF WHEN m2k«-l = 0
Theorem 42
When = 0, Nnr =
(i) 0 when n is even, r is odd.
(ii) 0 when n is odd, r ia even.








when n,r are even.
















(i) N nr - mo 0 .. mn-2 0
0 Rig • • 0 mn
mr-l o .. "W-3 0
mr+l 0 .. mn+r-l 0















- 0 since diagonal blocks are not square.





























r 0 since diagonal blocks are not square.
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(iii) Nnr "
mo 0 ••• mn-2 0




0 mr+2 ... 0 mn+r
0 vw*. V . 0 vwu-L
mn 0 *m2n-2 0
_ (-)in2-|r mo • » ran-2
mT-2
mr+2













a •• 0 ®n-l
o ,g • * mn-l 0
mr-X 0 n-+r—2
mr+l 0 • • 0 ® .-n+r
m 0n-1
• • 0 m?n-2
0 m ,n+1 '*m2n-2 0














Let w(x) = 1, (a,b) s (0,1)
Then m_ _ 1
"
n+T
(-)n+r (i!2!.._Jn-l)».)3 n! (nfr)I
(n-r)!((n+l)l(n+p)!..(??n)!) U)2
Tkm 2%






- (l» 2*5! ♦ ♦. (n-2)l )3 (n-I)! nt
((n+l)S(n+2)l... (2n-2)! ) (2n)!









2 - X + £■
x3 - fx* + - -J.
x4 - 2x? + 2-X2 - |x f -i7 7 70
K-glKI = »a
|«n-l| 2 4(4n?-l)
(x) t (x-J)P (x) - fif p j(x)
4<4na-l>
1 X x^ x3 x4
t.
1 1 1 1
JU
2 3 4 5
1 1 1 1 1
2 3 J 5 5"
1 1 i 1 l
3 4 5 5 7
l 1 i 1 1










































































Let w(x) r t» (a,b) - (-1,1)
Then mn = .
1
if n is even
0 if n is odd















When fi is odd
m-r







0 by Thru 4<°
2n2-n+l
(l!2!...(n-1)! n! (nfr-1)!
((n+l)!... (2n)!) rl (|n-|r)! (|n-f|r-l)!








Ps(x) - X2 - 1: x - j




for even values of n+-r 01
un = 0 v„ = n2
4n -1




UNCEMTRED JACOBI POLYNOMIALS - TYPE I




























(-)n+r (lS2t«..(n-l)S )3 (nt )2 (nfrf1)!




= - (l! 2t... (n-2) 1)3 ((n-1) I)g ni
((n+2)!(nfj)!...(2n-l)!) (2n4-l)!
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P (x) - £ (-)nfr ni (nfl)! (n+r+l)l r
° (2n+l)! (n-r)! r! (rfl)l
PQU) = 1
Pi(x) - x - ^
3
Pg(x) ~ ~ + Jq
P3(x) z ^ - yx2 -f |x - ^
Pyl(x) ~ - S2X3 4. £X2 - i2x +•4 - x T f 3 21 ^ 125
un = 2(nf4?2 vn - nCn+l)
(2n+l)(2n+3) 4(211+1)2
— Pnii (x) f (x - g(nfl)2 \p / \ n(n+l) p / v ~n+i \ (2n+l) (211+3)/ 4(^+1)2 n-l(X) 0
1 X X2 x3 X'
1 1 1 1 1
2 3 4 3 6
1 2 1 1
3 4 5 6 7
1 1 1 1 1
4 5 6 7 8
1 i 1 1 1
5 6 7 8 9
- 2 _ xZ? o
nZ2 x . JL - &
6 15 10
v/6
x _ 18 ^18
10 x " 35 14
0 -£S x-JS
14 63








UNCENTRED JACOBI POLYNOMIALS - TYPE II
























(-)n+r (l!2i...n!)3 (n+1)! (n+r*2)!
((n42)!(n+3)t...(2n+2)!) (r4l)! r! (n-r)!
(l!2!...n!)^ ((nfl)!)
(n+3)!(n+4)!...(Pnt3)'.


















































































M1ru1H ¥ 12 1" 20 a 120 ~ 30 tgj 1 JL~ 42
1 1 1 I 1 1 1
12*
~
20 20* 30 30*
~




_3_ 1- — **■ -i 1 1
20 30 42
•Sr
42 56 56 72
1 1 _1T 1 _JLx _1 —Ax __1
30X
~
42 42 56 56 72 72 90


























Lot w(x) = e"*x , (a,b) = (O,oo)

















n,n-l = - (l!2!...(n-2)!)2 (n»)2
p„w = i 7—Irnrr xr0 (n-r)! (r!)
53
P (x) * 1
o
P1 (x) = x - 1
Pg|x) ■ x2 - 4x f 2
P^(x) - x3- 9x2 + l8x - 6
P^(x) = x"4 - 16x3 + 72x2 - 96x f 24
un « 2n+l n cr
- Pnfl(lt) + (x - 2n - 1) Pn(x) - n'2 Pn-1<*> = 0
1 X X2 x3 x4
0! 11 2! 3» 4!
11 2! 3i 4! 51
2! 3! 4! 51 6i
V 41 5! 61 7!
54
1-x l-2x 2-6x 6-24*
2-2x 2—6x 6-24x 24-120x
2-6x 6-24* 24-120x 120-7 20x
6-24x 24-120X 120-7 20x 720-5040X
x-1 -10 0
-1 x-3 -2 0




0 0 1 -36
0 0 0 4
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POLYNOMIALS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS
Let w(x) « x e""x , (a,b) m (O,ao)











|«4 s (l!2!...n!)2 (ntl)l











P^x) - x - 2
P2(x) a x2 - 6x + 6
P,(x) = x3 - 12x2 + 36x - 243
P4(x) = x4 - 20x3 f 120x2 - 240x f 120
un = 2n+2














l-2x 2-6x 6-24x 24-120x
2-6x 6-24* 24-120* 120-120x
6-24* 24-120x 120-7 20x 720-5040x
24-120x 120-7 20x 7 20-5040* 5040-40320x
x—2 - v2 0 0
- 72 x-4 -76 0
0 - 76 x-6 - 712
0 0 - 712 x-8
1 - 2 12 - 576
0 1 - 12 864
0 0 2 288
0 0 0 24
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HERMITE POLYNOMIALS
Let w(x) = 1 e-**'
s/2n
(a,b) = (-00 ,00 )
Then
mn 0 if n la odd
(n-1)? If n is even
N
nr
(-)n+r 11 0 1? 0 3?
0 1? 0 3? 0
1? 0 3? 0 5?
etc.
0 by Thro 42.
When n-fr is even
V =
i (n-r) -|(n-r) . . t tV(-) 2 (l! 2!.. .ni)
r! ( ^(n-r))!
by Thms 42, 40,
41, & 50.




„ ( % , %|(n-r) g-g(n-r) ni rp«.l*) - 2. v-/ x for even values













- pn<t.l(x) + x pn(*) " n pn-l^x^ = 0
1 X x2 x3 x*
1 0 1? 0 3?
0 1? 0 V 0
1? 0 3? 0 5?
0 V 0 5? 0
60
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LITERATURE OP ORTHOGONAL POLYNO'TALS
ne standard work on Orthogonal Polynomials is
G. Szegd : Orthogonal Polynomials , American Mathematical
Society Colloquium Publications, Vol, XXIII, New York, 1939.
This contains a comprehensive list of references, pp.378-393,
to which we refer in general. The very great majority of the
papers cited treat orthogonal polynomials from the analytical
standpoint, and only refer incidentally to determinants
Muir, History of NeterminAnts , Vol, II ( period 1860-1880),
pp. 354-356, describes the paper of Rouche below.
Rouch£, E. Sur les functions Xn de Legendre, Comptes Rendus,
Paris, Vol. XLVII (1858), pp. 917-921, gives the Legendre®
polynomials in bordered determinant form, which he transforms
to secular polynomial form.
'Airnbull 5b Aitken, Canonical Matrices, London and Glasgow, 1932,
p. 102, Examples 4 and 5, give the Legendre and Hermite poly¬
nomials in continuant form, and indicate the transformation to
the characteristic polynomial of a symmetric continuant for
these types.
The work of Tchebichef and of Stieltjes on continued fractions
in relation to orthogonal polynomials naturally implies the
continuant form for the latter.
The specific problem of inter-relating by matrix theory the
various determinantal forms, the essential subject of the pre¬
sent thesis, would appear not to have been investigated before.
